
Multiple Ant Colony Systemsfor the Busstop Alloation ProblemJasper de Jong a Maro Wiering aba University of Utreht, Cognitive Arti�ial Intelligeneb University of Utreht, P.O.Box 80.089, 3508TB UtrehtAbstratThis paper introdues Multiple Ant Colony Systems, an optimization al-gorithm based on the Ant Colony System. The performane of this newalgorithm is ompared with the performane of a Greedy Algorithm andSimulated Annealing on a new optimization problem alled the Busstop Al-loation Problem (BAP). In the BAP, the goal is to onstrut a set of buslines(sequenes of busstops) so that the average travel time of all passengers isminimized. Results show that the new algorithm outperforms the GreedyAlgorithm and Simulated Annealing, whih indeed makes it a promisingaquisition to the range of existing Ant Algorithms.1 IntrodutionThe researh for Ant Algorithms is a growing �eld. These algorithms anbe used to solve disrete ombinatorial optimization problems using an arti�ialolony of ants. Previous results [1, 2, 6℄ have shown that Ant Algorithms arehighly ompetitive with algorithms suh as Tabu Searh [8℄, Geneti Algorithms[9℄, and Simulated Annealing [11℄. In this paper we introdue a new memberof the lass of Ant Algorithms, alled Multiple Ant Colony Systems (MACS).The MACS algorithm an be used to solve partiular ombinatorial optimizationproblems whih an be naturally modelled using a number of olonies onsisting ofa number of agents. Agents from di�erent olonies olletively reate solutions. Anexample of suh a problem is multiple vehile routing, in whih multiple vehilesare working together to �nd a global solution to the problem at hand. To solvesuh problems, MACS uses several ant olonies whih ooperatively searh for asolution. Takling suh problems with onventional Ant Algorithms appears to bemuh less natural. We will use MACS to solve the Busstop Alloation Problem(BAP). In the BAP, we have to onstrut a set of buslines in suh a way thatthe passengers waiting at the busstops will have a minimal average travel time forgoing to their destination. This problem an be naturally modelled and solved bythe MACS algorithm.This paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we present the Busstop Allo-ation Problem. Setion 3 shortly desribes Ant Algorithms. The Multiple AntColony Systems algorithm is presented in Setion 4. Then, we ompare the per-formane of the new algorithm with two other algorithms, a Greedy Algorithm



and Simulated Annealing, and show the test results in Setion 5. Conlusions aredesribed in Setion 6.2 Busstop Alloation ProblemA Busstop Alloation Problem (BAP) is the formalisation of the problem thatarises when trying to onstrut m buslines, eah one onsisting of a sequeneof busstops. In total there are n busstops, and one of the busstops will be themain busstop. This main busstop represents the entral station. In our modelall buslines will have to all at the main busstop. A solution to the BAP willbe a olletion of buslines. The main busstop is alloated to all buslines and allother busstops are alloated to preisely one busline. Thus, a solution requires:(1) a partitioning of the n � 1 busstops to m buslines, and (2) an ordering ofeah subset of busstops in whih the main busstop must also be inluded. Inour model two busses drive on eah busline in di�erent diretions starting fromboth ends of eah busline. All 2m busses in the ity start at the same time step(after a spei� time interval the busses go for their next round). One a buspasses the entral station, passengers going to a busstop whih is not alloated totheir urrent busline exhange busses (after waiting until the other bus arrives).Formally the problem an be de�ned by two matries:D = fdijg = Eulidean distane between busstop i and busstop j.T = ftijg = passengers waiting at busstop i having busstop j as destination.One a solution is generated we want to evaluate this solution to be able toompare this solution with other solutions. For this purpose we will use the averagetravel time (ATT). To ompute the ATT, we �rst ompute the travel time for onepassenger: whih is uij if i and j are alloated to the same busline and uiz+O+uzjif i and j are alloated to two di�erent buslines, where uij is the time needed forthe bus to travel from busstop i to busstop j, z is the main busstop and O thetime needed to hange busses. Then we ompute the ATT by averaging over allpassengers. The lower this ATT is, the faster people an get (on average) fromtheir start busstop to their destination busstop. The goal is to minimize the ATT.3 Ant AlgorithmsForaging ants deposit a hemial substane alled pheromone as they movefrom the nest to a food soure and vie versa, whih other foragers follow. Thisolletive foraging behaviour enables ants to �nd the shortest path from the nestto some food soure. Optimization algorithms inspired by the olletive foragingbehaviour of ants are alled Ant Algorithms [4℄. There is a wide variety of antalgorithms, some of them ombine loal searh in their way of �nding solutions, butall these algorithms share some basi properties: (1) They onsist of an arti�ialolony of ooperating ants, (2) Ants make disrete moves, (3) Ants lay downpheromone on their hosen paths, and other ants use these pheromone trails in



their loal deision poliies. The �rst Ant Algorithm was the Ant System (AS).The �rst use of the AS was on the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [7℄.Ant System. An AS is a olletion of arti�ial ants. During one iterationeah ant builds one omplete tour (solution to the TSP). It does this by movingfrom one ity to another until all ities have been visited. While moving from oneity to another, ants prefer ities that are onneted by short edges ontaining ahigh amount of pheromone. All edges of the graph will be updated at the end ofeah iteration. This updating auses all ants to alter the amount of pheromoneon the edges they have travelled. Edges that did not belong to any ant's tourwill loose some pheromone beause of evaporation. Ants that onstruted a shorttour will deposit a relatively large amount of pheromone on the visited edges whileants that onstruted a long tour will deposit a smaller amount of pheromone onthe visited edges. AS has more reently been used on the Quadrati AssignmentProblem [12℄ and the Vehile Routing Problem [2℄.Ant Colony System. To improve upon the results of the Ant System onvarious optimization problems, the Ant Colony System (ACS) was developed. The�rst use of the ACS was also on the TSP [5, 6℄. An ACS is a olony of ants. Justas in the AS, ants form solutions by moving from one ity to another ity until allities have been visited. They still prefer ities that are onneted by short edgesontaining a high amount of pheromone. In the ACS, however, edges are updatedafter an ant has travelled an edge. This loal updating dereases the amount ofpheromone (pheromone evaporation) on the just travelled edge. This will ensurethat not all ants will searh in the narrow neighbourhood of the best tour. Whenall ants have onstruted their tours, a global update will be performed. Theglobal update auses pheromone evaporation on all edges, exept on the edgesbelonging to the global best tour whih will reeive some pheromone.4 Multiple Ant Colony SystemsBeause a solution to the BAP onsists of a olletion of buslines and eahbusline onsists of a sequene of busstops it seems natural to try to solve a BAPwith several ooperating ACSs. We have therefore developed an algorithm alledMultiple Ant Colony Systems (MACS). This algorithm is based on the workingsof the ACS but is developed in suh a way that eah busline is represented by aseparate ACS. This means that the pheromone levels of eah ACS are updatedseparately. Given a BAP onsisting of n busstops and m buslines we initialise aMACS onsisting of m ACSs. All ACSs will onsist of an equal number of ants r,whih are numbered from 1 to r. At the end of eah iteration, r solutions (eahonsisting of m buslines) will have been onstruted.We de�ne a fully onneted graph G = (V;E) where V is the set of verties(eah vertie represents a busstop) and E is the set of edges. Eah edge possessesinformation about its length and the level of pheromone of eah separate olony.Just as in the ACS, solutions are built by ants moving from one busstop to another.Eah ant will build a busline. This means that m ants with the same numberolletively onstrut a omplete solution (whereby eah of them is solving one of



the m sub-problems). Beause there are now several olonies of ants, all ants withthe same number of eah olony will hoose a busstop to move to and only themost promising ant (to be de�ned later) is allowed to extend its busline.In the original ACS algorithm, start loations were hosen at random. Wedeveloped the MACS algorithm in suh a way that it an aount for the fatthat some busstops will be better busstops to start a busline with than others.To model this, we extend the graph G by introduing a soure node s whih isonneted to eah busstop (with equal, negligible length). Instead of hoosing thebusstop to start a busline with at random, ants start at the soure node and thepheromone level on the edges originating from the soure node will inuene theprobability of hoosing a busstop as the starting busstop.We will all �lij the visibility of edge (i,j) of olony l. The visibility is de�ned asthe inverse of the time in seonds to get from busstop i to busstop j 1. The amountof pheromone on the edge (i,j) of olony l is denoted by � lij . If ant k of olonyl is at busstop i (respetively at soure node s) it uses equation 1 (respetivelyequation 2) to deide what the next busstop (j) will be. This next busstop shouldbe a member of the set of busstops Jk, the busstops whih are still unvisited byall k-th ants of all olonies onstruting a omplete solution together. When ant kof olony l has not yet visited the main busstop, Jk will inlude the main busstopto ensure that all ants will at some point visit the main busstop.j = ( arg maxh2Jkf[� lih℄ � [�lih℄�g if q � q0 (exploitation)S otherwise (biased exploration) (1)Here q is a random number (0 � q � 1), parameter q0 (0 � q0 � 1) determinesthe relative importane of exploitation versus exploration (if q0 is set high, therewill be more exploitation), and S is a random busstop, seleted aording to theprobability distribution given in equation 2.pklij = 8<: [� lij ℄�[�lij ℄�Ph2Jk [� lih℄�[�lih℄� if j 2 Jk0 otherwise (2)In both equation 1 and equation 2, parameter � ontrols the importane of visibil-ity versus pheromone. If this is set to zero, no a-priori knowledge (the preferenefor short edges) will be used. Empirial studies have shown that the use of visibilityleads to muh faster onvergene to good solutions, however.Eah time an ant has moved from some busstop i to some busstop j, it hangesthe pheromone levels of edge (i,j) of its olony by applying the loal update ruleof equation 3. � lij = (1� �) � � lij + � � �0 (3)Parameter � (0 � � � 1) represents the evaporation rate and �0 is the initial1The time to get from one busstop to another is omputed by dividing the distane by theaverage busspeed.



pheromone level. Eah time an ant has travelled along an edge, the pheromonelevel of this edge will drop a little. When all solutions have been made, pheromonelevels of edges belonging to the global best solution (the best solution the algorithmhas found thus far) will inrease a little while pheromone levels of all other edgeswill derease a little. The global update is done by applying equation 4.� lij = (1� �) � � lij + � ��� lij (4)where �� lij = � (Lgb)�1 if edge (i,j) 2 olony l of Sgb0 otherwiseParameter � (0 � � � 1) represents the learning rate. The global best solution isrepresented by Sgb and the ATT of the global best solution is represented by Lgb.The pseudo ode of a MACS is shown in �gure 1. Sk denotes the solutionformed by all k-th ants of all olonies and Lk denotes the ATT of that solution.Initially all edge pheromone levels of all olonies are set to �0. Now, for a number ofprede�ned iterations, the algorithm will produe r (the number of ants) solutions.When expanding a partial solution in exploitation mode, the most promising ant isthe ant with the largest arg max value for going to its next busstop. In explorationmode, the most promising ant is hosen randomly.5 Test resultsWe have developed 4 di�erent instanes of a BAP. Problem 1 onsists of 12busstops and 2 buslines, problem 2 onsists of 20 busstops and 3 buslines, problem3 onsists of 25 busstops and 4 buslines, and problem 4 onsists of 30 busstopsand 4 buslines. The performane of MACS has been ompared with two otheralgorithms.The �rst algorithm is a straightforward Greedy Algorithm (GRA). This al-gorithm starts with a number of random solutions and selets eah iteration thebest possible move for eah solution. The GRA thus arries eah random solu-tion to its loal minimum. The implementation of this algorithm is based on theimplementation of the Multi Greedy algorithm for the QAP as desribed in [3℄.The seond algorithm is the well known Simulated Annealing (SA) [11℄. Thisalgorithm has a parameter that represents the temperature. The temperature isset to an initial value at the start of the algorithm and it will derease aordingto a ooling rate as the algorithm ontinues. The algorithm starts with a ran-dom solution and onstruts new solutions by performing random swaps. As thetemperature dereases, the probability that a worse solution replaes the urrentsolution will also derease. The implementation of this algorithm is based on theimplementation of the SA algorithm for the QAP as desribed in [3℄.Obviously the number of olonies in an MACS is the same as the numberof buslines used to solve the problem. During all tests the number of ants wasequal to the number of busstops and the initial pheromone levels were set to theinverse of the produt of the number of busstops and the best time found by theGreedy Algorithm 2. All results were obtained during 10 test runs. All algorithms2Lots of testing revealed to us that the initial amount of pheromone is quite important.



1 Set t = 0For l = 1 to m doSet all edge pheromone levels � lij to �02 For l = 1 to m doFor k = 1 to r doChoose busstop jlstart with probability pklsjlstart given by equation 2Jk = fj1; :::; jng � jlstartUpdate pheromone level of edge (s; jlstart) using equation 33 For w = 1 to n� 1 doFor k = 1 to r doChoose random q (0 � q � 1)If q � q0 thenFor l = 1 to m doStore busstop with its value using equation 1Choose busstop j with largest arg max of all stored busstopsElseFor l = 1 to m doChoose and store busstop using equation 2Choose busstop j at random from stored busstopsSet Jk = Jk � j and Sk = Sk + jPerform loal update on last edge aording to equation 34 For k = 1 to r doCompute Lk for eah solution Sk, and update Sgb and Lgb if Lk < LgbFor l = 1 to m doFor all edges (i,j) 2 Sgb doUpdate edge aording to equation 4Set t = t+ 15 If t < tmax thenGoto step 2Figure 1: Multiple Ant Colony Systems pseudo odewere given approximately the same omputational time during a run. For exatparameter settings, we refer to [10℄.Results are shown in table 1. It is lear that the MACS algorithm performs alot better than the other two algorithms. Results of the MACS algorithms wereUsing the heuristi to initialize it to the best time of the Greedy Algorithm saves time exploringdi�erent parameter settings. Note that the algorithm annot use this a-priori information in avery sensible way, suh as: now the algorithm knows a partiular reahable (upper) bound.



GRA SA MACSbest 351.181 351.181 351.181Problem 1 av 358.036 363.758 351.181sd 6.36 11.34 0best 474.118 465.773 452.421Problem 2 av 492.608 496.313 465.424sd 9.56 19.43 8.29best 582.956 585.856 558.245Problem 3 av 606.695 605.922 571.441sd 13.15 15.62 6.29best 719.250 707.963 686.391Problem 4 av 748.622 733.081 700.767sd 20.19 26.23 8.16Table 1: Best ATT found, average ATT and the standard deviation values ofthe Greedy Algorithm, Simulated Annealing and Multiple Ant Colony Systems.Results obtained during 10 runs. Best results are in bold.signi�antly better (t-test, � = 0:01) on all problems.6 ConlusionsWe have proposed an optimization algorithm alled Multiple Ant Colony Sys-tems (MACS), whih is based on the behaviour of ants. MACS is a natural ex-tension of the Ant Colony System, whih onsists of multiple ooperating antolonies. To test the performane of the MACS algorithm we have ompared itsperformane with the performane of a Greedy Algorithm (GRA) and SimulatedAnnealing (SA) on 4 di�erent instanes of an optimization problem alled theBusstop Alloation Problem (BAP).The BAP is a new optimization problem onsisting of n busstops and mbuslines. A valid solution is a set of m buslines eah one onsisting of a sequene ofbusstops. Given a solution, we an ompute the average travel time (ATT) whihneeds to be minimized.The results showed that the MACS algorithm outperformed both GRA and SAon all test problems. Thus, the results demonstrate that the MACS is a promis-ing new Ant Algorithm suitable for solving partiular ombinatorial optimizationproblems. In future work we intend to use MACS on di�erent optimization prob-lems suh as multiple vehile routing and job-shop sheduling problems.AknowledgmentsThanks to Maro Dorigo and Christian Blum for many helpful omments.
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